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Abstract 

For three decades, Alberto Ferreiro’s renowned bibliography of the Visigoths has been a 

leading source for scholars, students and all those interested in the history of the late antique 

and early medieval Iberian Peninsula and the Western Mediterranean. In collaboration with 

Networks and Neighbours, Professor Ferreiro is now bridging this seminal work in Visigothic 

Studies into the digital, open-access and non-profit world. This entirely new bibliography (to 

be found at www.networksandneighbours.org), which begins with the year 2016, is freely 

accessible and provided with up-to-date links to sources, including to full-texts, when available. 

This online bibliography is intended to be a continuation of the previous ones that Professor 

Ferreiro published with Brill. His work on that front with Brill has ended, but he wishes to 

express his support that their staff provided over the years, especially to Julian Deahl, who 

enthusiastically embraced the series in the first place. In the transition from Brill to N&N, the 

structure of the bibliography has undergone some modifications, but, in the main, there are not 

significant changes to the format. Bibliographies are never fully complete for the timeframe 

that they represent. It is impossible to gather everything, for various reasons. That is why, in 

this volume, there will be publications from before 2016, works that escaped previous attention.   

 

The bibliography is meant to be interactive and we encourage readers to send suggestions 

for, information on, and links to additional entries for the Bibliography. We especially ask the 

support of scholars working in Visigothic studies to bring to our attention any new work of 

theirs and of colleagues.   

 

Please send details on any pertinent material published between 2016 and 2018 (nothing in 

press) directly to Professor Ferreiro at beto@spu.edu.   

 

General enquiries may be directed to the N&N editors at: networksandneighbours@gmail.com.  


